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Senior Anthony Pollina points toward victory in First West Wengatz’s performance entitled ‘Revolution of Dance.’

CORRIE DYKE

IN BRIEFS
AIRBAND COMPETITION:
Taylor University Marketing is currently hosting a
Facebook competition regarding Airband on http://www.
facebook.com/tayloruniversity.
Share your favorite memory
of Airband by end of the day
Monday, Oct. 17, to be eligible
to win a 2011 Airband T-shirt,
signed by the winners. Three
random winners will be selected on Tuesday morning.

ANNUAL HOMECOMING
5K RUN/WALK:
The annual Homecoming 5K
Run/Walk will take place
tomorrow morning. Register
before tonight for a spot and
a T-shirt by contacting Ali
Hinnen or Rachel Smith at
ali_hinnen@taylor.edu or
rachel_smith@taylor.edu.
Tomorrow registration begins
at 7:30 a.m. at the Bell Tower,
and the race begins at 8 a.m.
The cost for students is $7.

NEW PACKAGE TRACKING
SYSTEM:
The Campus Post Office has
purchased a new package
tracking system that will
improve receiving, delivering and tracking packages on
campus. All package recipients will receive a courtesy
email including sender information, if available. Delivery
and pickup procedures have
not changed.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

63°
43°

Saturday

62°
46°

Sunday

65°
38°

LIFE & TIMES CO-EDITOR

Taylor and the Chocolate Factory took attendees at this
year’s Airband through a land of lollipops.
Led by Taylor’s punniest pair, Nic Segraves and Jack
Galbraith, the duo introduced each lip-syncing act but
noted that the show is “really about the dancing.”

M

The dancing was especially important this year as mercials featured not-so-scary “Normal Activity,” the
First West Wengatz took first place with their “Revolu- Sperry/sock debate and Taylor staff bustin’ a move.
Second East Wengatz’s throwback performance of
tion of Dance,” taking the crowd by surprise with moves
“Seize the Day” captured third place. Third Center Olson,
from the ‘60s to the two-step.
From the Seniors “Stand Out” performance, to the Foundation, and Second Center English shuffled to
hair whipping of the Bahamians, the crowd was not second place with “Party Rock.”
This year’s Airband was a sweet success.
disappointed by this year’s 11 talented acts.
Aside from the dancing, the well-loved Airband com-

Manage your money

oney management matters.
“The fundamental notion of steward plan together, how to stick to it and what kinds of
KARA HACKETT
According to Dave Ramsey’s
is a person who has someone else’s realities you’re going to face,” Belcher said.
NEWS CO-EDITOR
Financial Peace University, more
A budget is a simple, two-column document
property,” Mitchell said. “I’m answerthan 800 scriptures in the Bible are about money.
able to God for how I spend my money. Therefore, that compares income to expenses on a weekly or
“Money is talked about in the Bible a lot,” said I’m not wasting it on frivolous things, so savings monthly basis. If the expenses column is higher
Assistant Professor of Accounting Kim Miller. is accumulating.”
than the income column at the end of the allotted
“One way we can honor God is how we spend our
Dean of the Business School Larry Belcher says time frame, then adjustments are necessary.
money.”
Nevertheless, according to HSBC Bank USA,
budgeting is about being informed and realistic.
In college, students spend money by the hour.
“By the time you go to work or graduate, you “Managing your money doesn’t mean creating a
Yet, of 143 students surveyed, 80 percent reported need to at least understand how to put a financial strict budget and giving up the extras you enjoy.
being “somewhat” to “not at all” informed about
What it does mean is making decisions about
How informed are you about
managing personal finances and building credit.
what to spend your money on, which might help
managing finances and credit?
To increase awareness, this is the first article in
you reduce your debt and accumulate more funds
a three-part student finance series about budgetin the future.”
Somewhat Informed
ing, building credit and investing in your financial future.
How it Works
43 %
A Little Informed
Budgets can be used to analyze past spending or
25%
plan future spending.
The Theology of Budgeting
To get the most accurate depiction of her
Because money management is a core principle
Very Informed
20%
weekly expenses, senior elementary education
of Christian stewardship, Economics Professor
12%
Hadley Mitchell encourages students to consider
Not Informed
what he calls the “theology of budgeting.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

PAPER OR SCREEN? GETTING A GRIP ON
With e-textbooks on the rise, the Campus
Store is adjusting its merchandise
KYLA MARTIN
NEWS CO-EDITOR

Many traditional bookworms would Voss.
The Campus Store plans to be ready
argue that a book in the hand is worth
two templates on a screen, but accord- for the switch whenever it comes.
“It’s a neat subject of the future,”
ing to recent Taylor Campus Store
trends, this is becoming less and less Voss said. “I was slow to agree to it
at first, but as I’ve
true.
been researching
Around 30 perand looking at
cent of Taylor’s text “The reailty of e-textbooks
other technologies
books are available
is difficult to grasp, takand how quickly
as e-textbooks.
ing not only paper from
they’ve developed
Although this
students’ hands, but also
in 10 years, a
number is small,
lot can happen.
it has seen a rapid
pens, highlighters and
They’re not quite
growth spurt, but
the feel of intimacy with
to the point where
e-book technology
one’s reading material.”
they’re better than
is not perfect yet.
books, so not as
“A l o t o f s t u d many people are
ies are currently
showing that . . . there’s still a dis- going to choose to go to an e-book over
satisfaction (among) students with a textbook.”
E-textbooks are subscription-based
e-textbooks, but the technology’s getting better, and once that technology in that a student can only rent them
passes a certain threshold, it’s going for one semester. The negative aspect
to be fully adopted pretty fast,” said
Campus Store Manager Matthew
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

GLOBAL ISSUES
CHRISTEN GALL
STAFF WRITER

Integration of Faith and Culture (IFC)
furthers the educational and spiritual development of the community’s
understanding of art, popular arts and
culture in light of faith through lectures, films, concerts and discussions.
IFC is taking the discussion aspect
of their mission statement seriously
with the start of Fist Full of Scholars.
Fist Full of Scholars is IFC’s newest
sub-group focused on the discussion of
current events around the world. The
group has been meeting weekly on
Thursdays in the Hillis Room in the
basement of the library to discuss current global issues.
Fist Full of Scholars is an IFC-sponsored student discussion group started
by first-year IFC member Dan Morton,
along with friends Roger Mitchell and
Tyler Holmes.
The three friends began the idea
last year and started the discussion
of current events in Wengatz. Morton,
a sophomore, and Mitchell, a junior,

were residents of 2nd West and became
interested in discussing world issues
when they met Holmes, a junior living
on 1st East. Holmes began printing a
newsletter highlighting world events
when the three began to work in unison, creating the newsletter and leading a small discussion group.
The group took a more organized
form this year when Morton joined IFC.
Fist Full of Scholars now has financial
and promotional support. Mitchell and
Morton hope to attract speakers, documentaries and collaboration with other
international groups on campus such
as MECA. Mitchell calls the group, “a
group of students who want to learn
about the world around them with an
open mind.”
The group’s name Fist Full of Scholars is a play off the 1964 movie “Fist
Full of Dollars” starring Clint Eastwood. Morton said they thought the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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MANAGE CONTINUED...

major Alyssa Fish monitored her spending for two weeks between campus pay
periods. Then she divided that number
in half to find her weekly spending limit.
“I manage my finances, but I try not to
be a stickler,” Fish said. “For me it was
really helpful to set up percentages (in
my budget) rather than just numbers
because those vary a little bit from week
to week.”
Fish divides her expenses into several
categories, including tithing, personal
needs, school supplies, clothes, savings
and “fun.” She strongly encourages students to allow a certain percentage of
their budget for “fun” each week.
“Budgeting does make a difference,”
Fish said. “When you don’t use all of
your money in one area, it builds up a
little bit. Then when something comes
along, you don’t have to worry. You’re
saving money, but you do have money
to do things, as well.”

Building your Budget

To help students make and keep
budgets, junior international business
major Ryan Caven suggests using free
personal financing software at Mint.com
PAPER CONTINUED...

of this is that students cannot build up
a personal library to reference later as
needed. Yet, as the market for e-textbooks
expands, this is expected to change.
Voss is waiting for the day e-textbooks
get interactive — full of video and audio
and networking options — catering to all
learning types.
As of right now, e-textbooks are available only for iPads, iPhones and computers
because of the technological advancement
possibilities. While the Kindle and Nook
do not contain the software necessary for
e-textbooks, the Nook is currently being
discussed as another medium for e-textbooks, and classic titles for literature
GETTING CONTINUED...

name was unique and slightly humorous.
“[Also] it fit the idea of students coming
together to discuss something important,”
Morton said.
Various topics are discussed, such as
social, environmental, political and economic issues, from a variety of news sources
like BBC, The Economists and The New
York Times. Mitchell says the group is
trying to focus on news sources that cover
world events students might not have
heard about. Articles are sent to students
before the Thursday meeting for students
to read and research. The first issue the
group discussed was about China and its
influence on the European debt crisis.
“It’s a look at a specific slice of a world
issue,” Morton said.
Junior Anna Medearis attended Fist Full

2

that helps users by pulling all of their institutions is manually or electronitransactions together and categorizing cally record every single cash purchase
information to achieve their savings they make all semester,” Miller said.
goals. According to the website, it takes “They were shocked at how much they
less than five minutes to sign up, and it were spending at Starbucks and how
can be easily accessed on mobile devices. much they were spending on things that
“You can link all of your bank accounts they weren’t really thinking about. Colto it, your loans, everything,” Caven said. lege is a tough time financially for many
“Then it will create graphs for you on people, and it was a real eye-opener for
where your spending is going. I know if them about how much they were just
I don’t keep track of where my money’s not keeping track of.”
going, I keep spending, and it adds up.
It can put you in a bad situation.”
Three Helpful Budgeting Hints
Miller says she and her husband electronically record every purchase they 1. Be flexible. Try not to spend to your
make because they had budgeting issues maximum amount each week so you’ll
at the beginning of their marriage.
be prepared when unexpected expenses
“It’s something I wish I would’ve arise.
learned,” Miller said. “If you don’t have a
plan, then you don’t know where you’re 2. Hold yourself accountable. Don’t lose
going. Even if you don’t always stick to track of what you’re spending. Designate
your budget, at least you have given a system for evaluating your finances on
some intentionality to it and thought a weekly or monthly basis.
about it.”
To manage personal finances, Miller 3. When in doubt, ask. Professor Kim
recommends using free programs like Miller helps students manage their
Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Money. Her money with pamphlets and games. For
personal favorite is an inexpensive pro- more information about building your
gram called “Quicken” by Intuit.
budget, visit YourMoneyCounts.com and
“One of the things I’ve had students click on the link “Managing your Money.”
do in some of my classes at previous
classes can be read on the Kindle.
Voss, as well as University Librarian
Dan Bowell, gave a powerpoint presentation on the e-textbook trends at the Technology for Teaching Conference at Taylor
this year.
“At the same time, e-textbooks is one
industry, but there is becoming a stronger used-book market than ever before,
because of social networking and different things,” Voss said. “Also, rentals have
increased a lot, and that’s something that
we’ve done.”
The ratio of students who rented to students who bought books this year is 7-to-1.
“We’re trying to . . . stop buying from
publishers and go directly to the used
market,” Voss said. “That’s always harder

FRIDAY
CHA P EL — HOMECOMI NG

Dan Wolgemuth of Denver, Colo.
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

C.S. LEWI S CENTER OP EN HOUSE

Zondervan Library
12 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

D ED I CATI ON OF WOLG EMUTH HA LL

Wolgemuth Hall
4 p.m.

RAY FI TZ G ERA LD LECTURESHI P

Dr. Jim Spiegel, inaugural speaker
Carruth Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

“WE WI LL NOT BE SI LENT”
Taylor Theatre Touring Company
Mitchell Theatre
7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY

when a professor gets a new (edition).”
The reality of e-textbooks is difficult
to grasp, taking not only paper from students’ hands, but also pens, highlighters
and the feel of intimacy with one’s reading
material.
“It always feels good to have a good
book in your hand,” Voss said. “The book
is more valued than looking at a template.”
Currently, books still dominate the
reading market, but as a new generation
rises, this could shift.
“Once kindergartners start growing up
with [e-books], once you get used to something . . . it’s not unusual,” Voss said.
For now, the book is worth its weight in
paper, but the screen is close behind.

5K WA LK/RUN

Zondervan Library
8 a.m.

A LUMNI CELEBRATI ON P ROG RA M

Rediger Auditorium
9:30 a.m.

C.S. LEWI S CENTER OP EN HOUSE

Zondervan Library
Noon - 4:30 p.m.

“WE WI LL NOT BE SI LENT”
Taylor Theatre Touring Company
Mitchell Theatre
2 p.m.

P RESI D ENT’S OP EN HOUSE

Muselman House
3 - 5 p.m.

of Scholars’ first meeting because she is national. So I think [Fist Full of Scholars]
is strongly within IFC’s mission while also
passionate about current events.
“I love to talk about current news when I stretching our group in its definition of
get the chance,” Medearis said. “I feel like “culture.”
Hatfield was pleased with the initiathat doesn’t happen as much as it needs
to at Taylor. I think the group is great tive Morton took when he interviewed for
because it gives us the chance to become cabinet. He hopes to see more people with
more aware of what is going on outside of specific interests start their own groups.
“This is the ideal situation,” Hatfield said.
our Taylor, Christian bubble.”
Medearis said she would encourage other “And really, that’s the point of all of TSO
students to go, especially those who want programs. We want them to be student led
to learn more about the world even if they and developed. When these types of groups
don’t have a large amount of knowledge rise up organically, I am happy for IFC to
come alongside.”
about the topics discussed.
The group’s primary focus is discussing
IFC director Josiah Hatfield is excited
to see Fist Full of Scholars team up with and considering the opinions of everyone
in the group.
IFC’s events.
“I hope it’s something that sticks around
“IFC often times focuses on a lot of pop
culture artifacts, yet our mission should as a weekly discussion forum,” explained
(and does) include issues involved in all Morton. “[We want] people to see other persorts of culture, both domestic and inter- spectives and respect them.”

P ERFORMI NG A RTI ST SERI ES

Dr. Richard Fountain ‘03, pianist
Carruth Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT

Kinsey Michal Fennig ‘07 and Joe Hamgeri ‘09
Student Union
8:30 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL — W.O.W. FOCUS

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Top 5 News Events of the Week
Would-be plane bomber pleads
guilty, ending trial
(nytimes.com)

U.S. official: ‘Multiple’ sources
strengthen case against Iran
(cnn.com)

Obama gets win as Congress
passes free-trade agreements
(washingtonpost.com)

RIM scrambles to end global
BlackBerry outage
(chicagotribune.com)

Seal Beach mass shooting
appears to be Orange
County’s worst
(latimes.com)

COMING BACK, GIVING BACK

A

est 50th anniversary gift
lthough HomeANNA SODEN
to be presented to Taylor,
coming is a special
CONTRIBUTOR
surpassed only by the
time for alumni,
this weekend holds a more personal class of 1957.
“The gifts go for a variety of purposes,
meaning for the class of 1961. Eightyfive alumni are returning to celebrate although there often is a targeted
this 50th anniversary and pay respects cause,” said history professor and
to their late classmates, making it the graduate of the class of ’61 Bill Ringensecond largest return since the 2008 berg. “Ours is to provide furnishings
for the new Euler Science Building.”
anniversary of the class of 1958.
Funding to the new science building
Last night marked the beginning
of the class of ‘61’s 50th anniversary seemed like an appropriate gift from
celebration with the kick-off of their the class of ‘61 because both longtime
class reunion at President Emeritus scientist trustee Joe Brain of Harvard
and Taylor chemistry adjunct profesJay Kessler’s house.
This is the 24th Taylor class to cel- sor Stan Burden are ‘61 alumni.
Much of the success the class had
ebrate a 50th reunion during Homecoming Weekend, and this year’s in raising so much monetary support
celebration holds significance for all can be attributed to alumnus Sam
of Taylor’s campus, reaching beyond Delcamp, the longtime development
director at Fuller Seminary.
the alumni returning for festivities.
The hard work and generosity of the
According to tradition, each class
gives Taylor University a gift on its class in support of their alma mater
50th anniversary.
“The gift that they will present to
Dr. Habecker on Saturday morning
will be over $2,000,000,” said Nelson
Rediger of Alumni Relations. “This
total includes cash gifts, estate pledges
and annuities . . . . The cash portion of
this gift will be distributed between
scholarships and the main entry lobby,
an engineering classroom and a professor’s office in the Euler Science
Complex.”
This year’s gift is the second larg-

will finally come to fruition with the
donation service on Saturday morning.
The gift will be presented to President Habecker as a key part of the
weekend’s festivities. Other events
that hold special meaning to returning alumni include a memorial service
this afternoon for 31 classmates who
are now deceased. Tonight a banquet
will be held, followed by a special
program, including performances by
many Taylor alumni who will provide
special music, personal stories and
poetry readings.
The events of the weekend were
coordinated with special detail to
celebrate such a large gift and exciting year marker for the class of 1961.
Rediger said the class has “had a very
active committee this past year working to make an exciting reunion weekend for their classmates.”

invites you to a Visit Day for the
M.A. in Counseling Program on
Monday, October 24, from
2:00-8:30 p.m.
at 2303 College Avenue,
Huntington, Indiana
The day’s events include a tour of the LifeSpring
Counseling Center, an opportunity to observe
two classes, and dinner and Q & A with graduate
counseling program faculty and current students.
Please RSVP by Friday, October 21, 2011, by
e-mailing graduate@huntington.edu or calling
Drew Clay at (260) 359-4111.

www.gradcounseling.com

WORLD
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KATY BACKODE
CONTRIBUTOR

G

erman officials are reopening Nazi
investigations for death camp
guards because of legal principles
put in place by the John Demjanjuk case.
Demjanjuk, 91, was found guilty for accessory to murder of the 28,060 people who were
murdered at the Sobibor death camp in Poland.
Demjanjuk was a low-level prison guard there
during World War II.
Demjanjuk was discovered as a former Nazi
prison guard while he was a truck driver and
retired auto worker in Ohio. He was deported
to Germany in 2009 to stand trial in Munich.
Prosecutors argued his job inevitably connected him to the deaths. This was the first
case in which prosecutors successfully convicted a Nazi-era suspect without using direct
evidence that he had actually participated in
specific killings.
Demjanjuk denies ever being a prison guard,
along with all other charges. He was sentenced
to five years in prison. Demjanjuk is currently a
free man and waiting to appeal his conviction.
This was the first successful conviction of a
Nazi-era suspect without direct evidence to his
participation in specific deaths.
“In the past you had to get proof of specific
things . . . in order to be indicted, you would
have to get witnesses to come and specifically
talk about an atrocity that a person committed,” said Dr. Alan Winquist, Department Chair
and Professor of History at Taylor. “Well, now
the laws have changed, so even if you were a
prisoner guard . . . you were complacent in it.”
The Simon Wiesenthal Center’s chief Nazi
hunter, Efraim Zuroff, told the Associated

Press, “The Demj a nj uk c onvi c t i on
has created the possibility to prosecute
perhaps as many as
several dozen Holocaust perpetrators
who served in the
most lethal Nazi
installations and
units, and basically
spent as much as
two years carrying
out mass murder on
practically a daily
basis.”
This method
will speed up the
near 1,000 cases
still pending in the
German judicial
system. Suspects
found to have any
work involvement
with a Nazi death
camp could be found
guilty.
“Germany is a
democracy, and they
h av e a v e r y w e l l John Demjanjuk, a former prison guard at the Sobibor death camp in Poland during World War II, was convicted as an accessory to murt h o u g h t o u t G e r- der of 28,060 deaths.
Once convicted, the maximum sentence is
Kurt Schrimm, the head of the Central Office
man legal system,”
Dr. Winquist said. “I feel confident that the for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes in Ger- life in prison.
“Europeans have gotten rid of the death
German legal system will get through these many, told the New York Times that investigators were using as many methods as possible penalty, so they would just put them in prison
and give proper sentences.”
Arguably the most difficult aspect of the tri- to search for additional Nazi war criminals. for the rest of their lives,” Dr. Winquist said.
als may not be the convictions, but discovering Plans include trips to Russia, Greece, Brazil “Even if they’re sick, they have been living
the whereabouts of the former soldiers. “A lot of and Belarus. “As long as the possibility of find- scot-free for years and it’s about time they are
these people slipped out of Europe after World ing additional perpetrators is there, our work held accountable . . . as long as they are alive,
the pressure should be on.”
continues,” Schrimm said.
War II,” Dr. Winquist said.

ACTING ON MORE THAN AIDS

W

them to see that there is a way for them to
ith the recent name change,
ANNA MEDEARIS
act,”
Engel said.
ACT:S now equips students
CONTRIBUTOR
One of their big events this fall follows
to approach more social
immediately after the World AIDS Day
concerns across the globe.
Previously known as Acting on AIDS, chapel on November 30. ACT:S is planning an inforACT:S presently addresses AIDS, Malaria, hunger and mative concert Dec. 1. They hope to bring in some
trafficking. The name change broadens the cabinet’s well-known Taylor graduate artists.
The concert will serve as a social fundraising event.
outreach.
ACT:S is based off the biblical book of Acts, which In between the music, they will also introduce the four
focuses on going out into the world and living bibli- divisions of the cabinet — AIDS, Malaria, hunger and
cally while serving others. The colon separates ACTS trafficking.
According to UNAIDS, “There are now 33.3 milto ACT:S in order to emphasize the act part. The
lion people living with HIV,
cabinet hopes people act on the
including 2.5 million chilsocial issues they learn about
dren.”
throughout the year.
From the World Health
Although Taylor University’s
cabinet remains primarily “‘Hunger is the number one health prob- Organization, every year
there are about 250 million
independent,the name was
lem in the world. It kills more people
malaria
cases and nearly one
inspired by World Vision’s
every year than AIDS, malaria and
million deaths.
ACT:S, which has chapters at
tuberculosis.’ One in seven people go to
According to United
several universities.
bed hungry every night.”
Nations World Food ProCo-directors Emily Engel
gramme, “Hunger is the
and Carly Keith expressed
number one health problem
excitement about the year. “We
in the world. It kills more
want people to see that there’s
people every year than AIDS,
something outside of where we
malaria and tuberculosis.”
are right now,” Keith said.
“We want them to get excited about this with us,” One in seven people go to bed hungry every night.
The Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking
Engel added. “And to get excited about why we’re doing
said, “An estimated 2.5 million people are in forced
this.”
The co-directors said that as Christians, we are labour (including sexual exploitation) at any given
time as a result of trafficking.”
called to care about these issues.
“Once you have been made aware of social issues
“It’s made obvious in the Bible. We’ve been blessed to
around the world, it’s hard not to be compassionate,”
be a blessing,” Keith said.
“Everybody does have a responsibility,” Engel said. Engel said.
One way to get involved with the social injustices
“We are called to do something, and this is one way.”
The ACT:S cabinet plans and facilitates events that addressed is by simply going to the events organized
create awareness about various topics. Many of the by ACT:S. Engel and Keith admit this is not the only
events will also serve as fundraising functions. The way to serve, but they believe we are all called to serve
cabinet’s goal is to put on events that people would in some way or another.
“I think we’re called to be passionate about this
normally go to, while incorporating an educational and
because we’re called to be compassionate about the
fundraising aspect.
“We want them to not feel overwhelmed, but we want lesser,” Keith said.
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Get in on the conversation.
Everyone has an opinion on what the church should be and do.
Pick up What Is the Mission of the Church? today and get a
balanced, biblically informed perspective on social justice,
shalom, and the primary Christian mission.
What Is the Mission of the Church?
Making Sense of Social Justice, Shalom, and the Great Commission
Kevin DeYoung and Greg Gilbert

800-323-3890

www.crossway.org

Nigeria — The

“underwear bomber”
pleaded guilty to all
eight counts against
him in court on
Wednesday, including terrorism and
attempted murder.
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab was arrested after a bomb
sewn into his pants
failed to detonate
fully on a U.S.-bound
flight Christmas day
2009 and will spend
the rest of his life in
prison.

India — An
outbreak of viral

encephalitis has
claimed more than
400 lives this year,
mainly children. The
disease, commonly
spread through
mosquitoes, occurs
regularly in various
regions during monsoon season.

Sudan — An attack
on a Darfur refugee
camp killed three
U.N. peacekeepers
on Monday. Fighting between Sudanese rebel groups
and the Khartoum
government has
resulted in at least
300,000 deaths and

2.7 million displaced
peoples, giving rise
to the U.N. peacekeeping operation
start-up in 2008.

New Zealand

— The captain of a

Liberian vessel leaking oil off the coast
of New Zealand
has been arrested
and charged in the
country’s “most
significant maritime
environmental disaster.” An estimated
200-300 tons of oil
have leaked after the
bottom of the ship
struck a reef off the
coast.

Photo by The Associated Press

NAZIS FACE THE HAMMER OF JUSTICE
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ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
EMILY ENGEL C O N T R I B U T O R

WHY WOULDN’T
THESE TWO FALL
FOR EACH OTHER IN
“GRACE KELLY” BY 3EO,
1EW AND 3CW

2SE AND 3SE
BRING DIVERSITY BY TRASHIN’
THE CAMP

CANDACE SMITH DEALS
US A HAND OF AWESOME
WITH THEIR WONDERLAND
SPIN ON HEADS WILL
ROLL.

KYLE SONNENBERG
CAPTIVATES HIS
SWEETHEART IN THE
SENIORS RENDITION
OF “STAND OUT.”

JASON
SCHOETTMER
AND FIRST
WEST WENGATZ TWOSTEPPED INTO
THE FIRST
PLACE SPOT
WITH “REVOLUTION OF
DANCE.”

CARLENE JOHNSON AND THE
BAHAMIANS RUN THE WORLD
IN THEIR RENDITION OF “WHIP
MY HAIR.”

echo’s
ice
o
h
c

3
JACOB ERB AND THE
BROTHERHOOD MEN
DISPLAYED THEIR FEMININE DANCING SKILLS
IN “GEE” THROUGH
THEIR HIP CHECKS AND
ATTITUDE.

3WO, 3WW AND PENTHOUSE TAKE
THEIR MOVES TO THE STREET WITH
“GOLD DUST.”

ech
echo’s
o’s
iccee
cchhooi

21

1
echo
’s
choice

SCOTT ETHERIDGE
LEADS 2WO AND
3EW SURF THROUGH
THEIR PERFORMANCE
OF “SURFIN’ SAFARI.”

SECOND EAST WENGATZ IS ALL FOR ONE
AND ONE FOR ALL
WITH THEIR NEWSIES
THROWBACK.

“I’m really not much for words,” the
soft-spoken freshman said. “But actions
speak louder than words, and that’s why
I do it.”
When Chris Fales came to Taylor
University to begin his freshman year,
it only took a few weeks for other students to start noticing that there was
something different about him.
“Every time I’ve seen Fales, he’s always
serving others,” said junior Bethany
Wilson. “Almost every meal I see him
picking up dishes in the DC, and almost
every chapel I see him holding the door
until everyone gets in.”
It is these simple acts of service that
have captured the attention of much of
Taylor’s campus, but Fales began publicly serving others during high school
band class in his hometown of Avon, Ind.
“I noticed a lot of people went through
this door into the band room and a lot
of people had a hard time opening it, so
I just thought I’d do it for them,” Fales
said.
During this time, Fales also began
looking for a small Christian school
where he could spend his college years.
After visiting Taylor for the first time,
he knew he had found the right place.
“You can tell Taylor is a Christian university before someone actually tells
you it is,” Fales said. “People just act
differently here, like we’re called to do
in the Bible.”

A combination of the Taylor example,
his Christian parents as role models,
and some prompting from the Holy
Spirit led Fales to start realizing his
role of service in the kingdom of God.
“If I see something that needs to be
done, that isn’t being done . . . I just love
to do it,” Fales said.
And although his noticeable acts
of service around campus — such as
holding the door before every chapel or
clearing dishes in the Dining Commons
— may be what Fales is known for, he
also revealed that he would much rather
fly under the radar.
“I consider myself a secret admirer,”
Fales said. “And by that I mean an
admirer of secrets.”
Fales says he has the most fun when
his acts of service can’t be traced back
to him, but he gets to watch people’s
reactions when they realize something
nice has been done for them.
“When I can see people’s reaction, I think
it makes my day as much as it makes
theirs,” Fales said.
Although it may seem like it, Fales
does not spend all his time performing random acts of kindness. Besides
keeping busy with his schoolwork as
a biology major, he also is a member of
the Taylor Bell Choir and a resident of
Penthouse.
Someday, Fales hopes to use his talents to work closely with and study the

behavior of animals — a dream he’s had
since he was very young.
These are the things to be uncovered
for those willing to dig a little deeper,
willing to go beyond the conveniently
opened door or quickly cleared dishes.
Fales says the response of students to
his service varies.
“Some people ask my name, some ask
further questions, and some people
just look at me like, ‘What the heck is
this guy doing?’” Fales said. “That one
always makes me laugh.”
But Fales doesn’t do it to be noticed or
even to get to know people, although he
does enjoy that part. He says he does it
all for three simple reasons: because he
has fun doing it, because if he doesn’t
do it, not many people will, and because
most importantly he wants to bring
glory to God.
“Fales is an awesome guy that I think
many people don’t understand,” said
sophomore Chip Mironas, who also lives
on Penthouse. “But if they took the time
to, they would see a genuine Christian
guy that is just doing what he thinks
he’s been called to do.”
Fales’ biggest fear in all this? That
his actions will draw more attention to
himself than to God.
“I refuse to let this be about me. It’s all
about God,” Fales said.

MELON
& GOURD
EMILY LUTTRULL

LIFE & TIMES CO-EDITOR

ROCKING THE HOUSE
LIKE ROYALTY, THIRD
CENTER OLSON, FOUNDATION AND SECOND
CENTER ENGLISH SHUFFLED BACK TO BEL-AIR.

Last week some Taylor students suffered sig- backed up to the chapel doors, the boys popped
nificant injuries on campus. There was a frac- out along with 16 football players-turned-bodytured toe, a sprained ankle, a cut that required guards, as confetti and party tunes caused a
stitches and a chipped tooth — all in the name diversion.
“Six softball girls with confetti cannons lined
of two pieces of produce.
Melon and Gourd is part of a Third West the alley up to the door, and a maintenance man
Wengatz tradition called Wild West Week. Each on the roof of the chapel sprayed the crowd with
night a new activity and tradition take place, a leaf blower stuffed with confetti,” Hauser said.
all while the elaborate game of tag happens “It was an instant party.”
Although theatrics may be a goal, the real
across campus.
The other Wild West events remain secret, prize is getting to the door safely. Despite his
but the campus knows, loves and watches grand production, Hauser was stuck with the
gourd at 10 a.m.
Melon and Gourd.
At the annual Octoberfest pick-a-date, Hauser
The madness came to a climax before Friday
chapel. Students packed the lobby and side- ate the remains of the gourd, along with sophowalks to see what the members of Third West more Elia Mrakovich who was left with the
Wengatz would risk to avoid the despised pro- melon. Sophomore Jeff Yoder was also punished
duce. Some of this year’s antics included being with two bites from the melon for skipping chawheeled in by a nail-adorned box, imperson- pel and being the first to drop the fruit.
To an outsider, Melon and Gourd may seem
ating a police officer and adopting superhero
more like a punishment than a game, but the
identities.
Many of these ideas call for outside help and boys on Third West wouldn’t have it any other
not just from other students. Faculty, mainte- way.
“I have a blast on Friday chapel,” Third West
nance workers and even upper administration
often get involved in various schemes. Enlisting Personnel Assistant Kyle Salsbery said. “It’s
volunteers to aid these attempts is key, said fun having people from all over campus saying
how excited they are to watch us get into chapel
senior Graham Hauser.
“Being proactive and creative is everything,” on Friday and seeing the crowd of people that
Hauser said. “It’s a bit risky, but being proac- watch.”
The competition features a variety of crazy
tive to actually go out and meet with policemen,
upper administration, make calls, arrange and acts to campus, bringing new and creative
coordinate with other people. It takes a lot of exploits every year for spectators.
“The stress is all a buildup for that final
work sometimes.”
Hauser, along with juniors Pat Sells and moment on Friday morning,” Hauser said. “That
Nick Bronkema, arrived to Friday’s chapel in satisfaction of hopefully getting in the door is
the back of a maintenance truck. As the truck completely and totally worth it.”
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Netflix takes a queue
A

OPENING THIS
WEEKEND
“The Big Year”
Starring Steve Martin, Jack Black, Owen Wilson
Three friendly rivals, each at a personal crossroad, dedicate
a year of their lives to following their dreams. Abandoning
their obligations, they take a cross-country journey of wild
adventures.
“Footloose”
Starring Kenny Wormald, Julianne Hough, Dennis Quaid,
Andie MacDowell
A small town suffered a tragic accident that killed five teens, and
the town board decided to prohibit loud music and dancing as a
result. Ren MacCormack, a rebel from Boston, challenges the
ban with his free spirit.
“The Thing”
Starring Mary Winstead, Joel Edgerton, Jonathan Walker
Deep in Antartica, an alien is unearthed deep beneath the
frozen surface. The shape-shifting creature could be a scientific
breakthrough, and professionals from across the globe make the
trek to the isolated outpost. When they arrive, the monster has
escaped.

Image provided by idolator.com

Kevin Kelleher, a contributor to CNN, said
it best. “Netflix . . . will be cutting itself off
from its own roots. It’s pretty rare that a
company continues to thrive after they move
away from the very thing that made it a
success in the first place.”
Netflix made a good step this week, but
an important question remains; will a good
step save a struggling company?
Netflix created the modern DVD distribution business, and their name will forever
reside in the halls of business history. However, it may also become the major failed
business of our generation.
On the other hand, launch failures have
happened before.
Look up New Coke, HD DVDs and Mobile
ESPN. Coors released Rocky Mountain
Spring Water in 1990, Cosmopolitan Magazine released a brand of yogurt in 1999, and
Google Lively competed with Second Life
in 2008.
Despite these laughable mistakes, Coke,
Toshiba, ESPN, Coors, Cosmo and Google
survived. Netflix could very well spring back
to life. In fact, they caught the mistake early.
Misguided products of the past reached
storeshelves, making their faceplants even
more egregious.
Will Netflix backpedal into renewed
success, or is it headed to an early grave?
Only time will tell whether or not those red
envelopes will devolve into another pile of
junkmail.
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the same for us?”
fter 22 days of wideJUSTIN CHISHAM
“Sorry, Netflix. Too little,
spread derision,
A&E EDITOR
too late. I just cancelled my
Qwikster came to an
untimely demise earlier this week. account.”
Netflix’s good rapport is forever damaged.
Untimely, that is, unless you ask
Satirists have been quick to jump on the
Netflix customers.
The Netflix Facebook page lit up with struggling company. The Huffington Post
comments as soon as Qwikster was put in comedy section compiled a list of possible
the ground. The simple phrase, “DVDs will future missteps, such as, “Netflix replaces
be staying at Netflix. Check out our blog for Qwikster with a new delivery service that
more info,” garnered a total of 2,000 com- only delivers DVDs of Reed Hastings begging for forgiveness.” Conan O’Brien devoted
ments in one day.
On their blog, Netflix CEO Reed Hast- an entire sketch to such an apology, while
ings wrote, “It is clear that for many of our Leno and Letterman fired from every angle.
Jeff Gelles, Inquirer staff writer, wrote,
members two websites would make things
more difficult, so we are going to keep Netflix “Netflix is the young company that in 14
as one place to go for streaming and DVDs . years helped slay the neighborhood video
store with its DVDs-by-mail service and its
. . in other words, no Qwikster.”
Some Facebook users praised the com- now-familiar red envelopes . . . but since July,
pany, saying that backing out of a bad deci- Netflix has fumbled repeatedly as it moves
sion is a step in the right direction. Netflix to revamp its business model and boost its
regained a sizable amount of customer faith prices.”
Milwaukee Journal columnist Stanley
with one backpedal.
Miller II wrote, “The Qwikster backpedaling
However, for many it was not enough.
As is wont on the Internet, many Face- is good news for subscribers because it keeps
book statements were snarky and sarcastic. the customer experience intact, but the flipPeople are still livid, posting angry opinions flop also suggests that Netflix is struggling
with its business model.”
on the company website.
Between price hikes and company splits,
“You might want to send your board of
the once-renowned company hit major turdirectors to business school.”
“Now if you’d just go back to your old pric- bulence in recent months. Now, companies
like Hulu and Redbox threaten to overtake
ing, I’d consider using your service again.”
“Netflix — you say that streaming is less the DVD giant. In both business and publicexpensive than dvds. Then why does it cost ity, Netflix is desperately gasping for air.

The members of the White Rose conspire against an oppressive Nazi regime in the Taylor Theatre
Traveling Show’s “We Will Not Be Silent.”

Re view :
‘We Will Not B e S i l en t ’
The small set for this production,
What is courage? What is sacriRACHEL VACHON
which consists mainly of chairs and
fice? Is it possible to truly plumb
COPY EDITOR
stools, enhances the performance
the depths of such deep quesby bringing a personal quality to
tions? Such queries can be diffithe play. It is both compelling and
cult to answer and even harder
to capture. The concepts appear simple upon effective in its simplicity. It draws the audience
first glance, but the waters quickly grow murky intimately into the character’s lives and stounder closer examination. Only something ries. The cast’s struggles and passions quickly
remarkable can adequately portray the com- become the audience’s.
The evident sacrifices and confrontations to
plexity of these two qualities, that of which
the Taylor theatre department goes above and the Christian faith are what make this play so
beyond in their production of “We Will Not be challenging and relevant in a modern culture.
“We Will Not be Silent” not only parallels the
Silent.”
Set during World War II in Nazi-controlled Bible, but it demonstrates the constant attacks
Munich, Germany, this play tells the tragic, to Christianity down through the ages; it is not
true story of six college students who stand something that is outgrown with time. This lesfor their faith under Socialist suppression and son, while intimidating, is also meant to inspire
the ever-watchful eyes of the Gestapo. Despite and strengthen one another in Christ.
Sacrifice, martyrdom and courage are themes
insurmountable odds, these students determine to take a stand and rally others to their that gracefully, yet boldly, thread themselves
cause. Even though it could mean their lives, throughout the entirety of the play. They are
they are willing to take drastic and daring mea- thought-provoking and challenging. This
sures. They remain brave in the face of danger play comes at, and pierces, the very nature of
humanity in its careful yet confident honesty,
and truly bear the title of martyr.
“We Will Not be Silent” is comprised of a touching the soul in an ethereal way. Every
seven-character cast who portray the full spec- nuance, crescendo and diminuendo of the pertrum of emotions with depth and dimension. formance blend into an artistic and timeless
They embody the heart-wrenching struggles masterpiece meant for all generations.
For Homecoming weekend, Mitchell opens
that result from the battle between the physical and spiritual realms. Through its powerful its doors for a one-weekend performance from
portrayal, this play will move the audience to Taylor’s touring theater group. Show times
are Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2:00
tears.
The balance between gravity and humor is p.m. Tickets can be bought at the box office in
well-maintained, as well. There is a natural Rupp for $5.
This poignant production packs a powerful
ease and camaraderie amongst the actors and
actresses as they work together and effortlessly punch. As I came away trying to imagine myself
carry out their roles. They are able to encap- in the character’s positions, I found that my
sulate concepts through their performance faith was challenged as a result. For those who
which could not otherwise easily be expressed attend, this play promises to be influential and
in words. They bridge the gap between the indi- leave a long-lasting impression. I give this play
five out of five stars.
vidual’s mind and heart.

Review: Feist
feel Feist denying your expecI’m a sucker for subtlety — its eluALISSA GOEGLEIN
tations throughout, with little
siveness, its mystery, its delicateCONTRIBUTOR
interest in satisfying her listenness. I like the way it creeps up on
ers straightaway.
you, warms up to you, surprises
With the years of build-up and
you. Even when you’ve been anticipating its arrival for what seems like forever. waiting, I wanted “Metals” to be perfect, but
I’ve spent four years waiting for Feist to it’s not. It’s rough, it’s moody, it’s disjointed. It
release her next album, “Metals.” It finally ebbs and flows with minor chords and rattly
dropped last week on Oct. 4, a release date percussion and open fifths and stomping and
marked in my planner with pink stars and breathing and muted clapping and grungy
hearts and circled eight times (or so) with guitar and group vocals. The tracks “How
“The Best Week Ever” scrawled at the top, all Come You Never Go There” and “Anti-Pioneer”
to convey my heavy anticipation. You could have jazzy touches to them, while the chorus
of “A Commotion” reminds me of something
say I’m somewhat of a Feist fanatic.
And boy, I waited a long time for this album. from a Lykke Li song.
There is still that sweetness of Feist’s gorWaited through her silence, a year-plus hiatus from music to regain artistic integrity, geous, floaty vocals and beautiful arrangethrough painful teases of 40-second song clips ments, but they’re altogether less obvious and
from the soon-to-be-released tracks, through a more open-ended. “Metals” is certainly not
color-by-number album cover contest, through tied with a bow.
Instead it has that quality of subtlety — the
my peers’ comments like, “Oh, you mean the
chick who sang ‘1 2 3 4,’” as if she was some kind Feist so effortlessly embodies — that has
allowed my opinion of “Metals” to grow into a
distant, pigeonholed memory.
But I’m proud to announce she’s back and dynamic and still-increasing appreciation. It
didn’t happen instantly, as with my rosy high
as subtle as ever.
I think that’s why I was a bit disappointed school love for the poppy “The Reminder.” In a
after the first few listen-throughs of “Metals.” maturing Feist’s own words off “Metals” lead
Its songs are much rawer and more stripped- single: Love is not the light it was.
No, it’s dimmer, but somehow better and
down than 2008’s “The Reminder” — closer to
its predecessors “Monarch” and “Let It Die,” certainly worth the wait.
but of an altogether darker breed. You can

Need help with a resume or cover letter?
Need advice on your job search?
Then stop by the Career Development Office!
WHEN?
Monday and Wednesday
3:00 pm to 5:00 pm
No Appointment Needed!
WHERE?
Career Development
Office
In the Student Union
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A TAYLOR CUT-ASTROPHE

RE: INITIATION IMPORTANCE

To c o n t i n u e
the discussion
CONTRIBUTOR
of floor initiations that was
so artfully begun last week, I hope
to present a perhaps slightly more
tempered view. I wholeheartedly
agree that floor initiations are a
vital part of our college experience,
but I desire just as strongly that
they would give us a new and deeper
understanding of Christ.
One of the biggest draws of Taylor University to me is the fact that
each and every floor has a unique
identity. As long as this identity
is grounded by a dependence on
Christ, the suppression of such
uniqueness should be intolerable.
Initiations should be an expression
of our uniqueness, the individuality
that Christ has bestowed upon us
all. Nicknames, ceremonies and wild
stunts are merely reflections of that.
One of the basic tenets of Christianity (at least to my feeble mind)
is the discovery of identity. Most
often this is expressed as an identity in and of Christ, but I would
also argue that it involves an identity that should encompass our
entire existence. We should show
our true Christianity just as much
when we’re sitting in the DC eating
chicken wraps as we do when we
sing in chapel.
Our initiations should reflect this
discovery of our identity in Christ.
They should represent a break with
the traditions and routines that
our lives have so far consisted of.
College in many ways represents
a grand new adventure, and what
better way to commemorate that
than with an explosive display of
manliness/camaraderie/ridiculousness (or girliness, if you’re into that
sort of thing).

RICHIE TERRY

7

What does this mean practically?
I think that first off, our initiations
should reflect our new creation in
Christ. Doing dangerous or exciting things will have little to no real
impact if we cannot also tie them
to our Christianity. Christ did not
come to humiliate us because of
our sinfulness or unworthiness. He
condescended to our level to lift us
up. In the same way, we should view
initiating the new kids as an expression of equality.
Second, our initiations should be
voluntary. Jesus offered us the gift
of a new identity. He did not force
it on us, because without our consent he could not demonstrate his
love and grace. In the same way,
give the freshmen a choice. Lastly,
our initiations should involve some
adversity. In Jesus’ own words, he
came “not to bring peace, but the
sword.” Obviously, we are not Jesus,
and it can be much more difficult for
us to discern what proper adversity
looks like, but we need challenges
in order to see growth. I remember
my freshman initiation as a time
where I truly felt connected to my
fellow classmates. The adversity we
faced forged bonds of brotherhood
and unity.
I realize that we are only humans.
So often our attempts at creating
adversity are for selfish and oftentimes horrifying reasons. But I must
also respectfully question anyone
who would argue that the adversity often created in an initiation
experience is always harmful. As
we pursue Christ, I think that we
should celebrate the individuality
that each new year and each new
class of students gives us. Be loud.
Do something crazy. And always
remember that we are brothers and
sisters in Christ.

L

R O B B I E

M A A K E S TA D,

ast night something horrible happened — one of
the worst things ever to
plague the Taylor campus. A pattern of human
sinfulness that was exercised over and over again.
There were victims. Innocent victims. Hundreds of
innocent victims.
Every year on the night
of Airband, countless people line up and patiently wait to see
the show. The line builds slowly as
people take time out of their night to
ensure that they have the chance to
grab good seats. Some skip evening
classes. Others ditch their homework
to nab that coveted center section
seat on the ground floor. They are
thoughtful people. Considerate people. Caring people. They follow the
rules. They wait in line.
Then the others arrive: those who
cut in line. Swarms of them stream
from all across Taylor’s campus.
They wait until an hour or so before
the show and sneak stealthily up to
Rediger. Disregarding the normal
convention of waiting their turn, they
plan on jumping in front of all those
who have waited for (sometimes)
hours to get a good place in line.
There are a couple ways that people pull off a successful cut. First of
all there are those who are motivated
by pure selfishness, scan the front of
the line, searching for a friend or long
lost acquaintance whom they can
join. A majority of Taylor cutters take
this approach: “Oh heeeeeey . . . uh
. . . man! I haven’t seen you in FOREVER!” Suddenly they are standing
in line, carrying on a conversation
with a guy they barely know who
they sat next to in Fit for Life back
when they were freshmen. They try

C O N T R I B U T O R

to justify their actions by the simple
fact that they are taking the opportunity to catch up on life with an
acquaintance. Nobody noticed that
they just cut in line anyway, right?
Those hundred or so faithful souls
who have just been cut unanimously
shed a tear.
There are also those who quite
frankly do not care if they cut. These
are the kind of people who should not

“I HAVE NEVER WITNESSED ANY ARRESTS.
HOWEVER, BEING CUT
IS NO FUN, AND I WOULD
ARGUE THAT IT GOES
AGAINST THE WHOLE
‘PUTTING OTHERS
ABOVE YOURSELVES’
SENTIMENT THAT SOME
GUY NAMED PAUL ONCE
EXPRESSED.”

be allowed to live. Casually, coolly,
they saunter up to the line and somehow wedge themselves in between
two different groups of friends who
are busying themselves in discussing the highly anticipated showdown
between the all-guy Airband acts
— who will be better: Broho? First
West? Second East? The less-thanconsiderate cutters hope that nobody
notices their actions, but if people do
notice, they could not care less. The
masses aligned behind them release

a uniform sob.
In reality, is cutting in line an
enormously big deal? No. There are
very few deaths that result from
it, nobody starves due to cutting
(though people sometimes skip dinner for their spot in line), and I have
never witnessed any arrests. However, being cut is no fun, and I would
argue that it goes against the whole
“putting others above yourselves”
sentiment that some guy named Paul
once expressed. As Christians, should
we not be putting others first and
respecting them, rather than snagging their rightful seats for Airband?
In my mind, there are several ways
that this issue could be remedied.
Option 1: Taylor could have campus
safety regulate the lines for Airband. The problem with this is that
the officers might be in cahoots with
certain students (perfect example:
Braden Conn having campus safety
assist him during Melon and Gourd).
Due to evident corruption within our
safety force, I am forced to discard
this option.
Option 2: barricades could be set
up all along the line. A potential
problem would be those students
that are so bent upon cutting that
they would go so far as to jump over
the barricades (gasp!) or those students who would move the barricades
to completely block off traffic flow
around the loop (thank you, exceptionally mature students who keep
doing that at night). Most likely this
would be more of a hassle than a
help.
Option 3: what if everyone waited
their turn in line like respectable
adults? Oh, look at that! Quite convenient: My Gen is coming up pretty
soon — a perfect opportunity to test
out Option #3!

MONUMENTAL MISREPRESENTATION
BY

GA B R I E L

M

B A I N ,

O P I N I O N S

artin Luther King, Jr. is remembered by his
determination and courage to bring freedom
and to end segregation in America for African Americans and others who supported his
movement. Amidst all of
the great things he accomplished, he stood in controversy. Less than 50 years
later, MLK is still controversial.
This Sunday, after many
delays, a 30-foot sculpture
will be dedicated to King but not without its
share of conflict. Those who remain displeased
by the statue claim it is because of an engraving on the side that reads, “I was a drum major
for justice, peace, and righteousness.”
The controversial inscription was a cause
for many complaints about the statue, considering that it goes against everything the creators and those who
supported King’s movement expected it to bring: remembrance
of a strong, courageous leader who stood up against immoral and
unconstitutional acts.
The inscription on the statue of the visionary is disrespectful

E D I T O R
and misleading to the type of man King really was.
The quote on the side of the monument was not even what King
said. It was paraphrased at the last minute to fit on the side of the
statue. The original quote read, “Yes, if you want to say that I was
a drum major, say that I was a drum major for
justice. Say that I was a drum major for peace.
I was a drum major for righteousness. And all
of the other shallow things will not matter.”
In an interview with the Washington Post,
famous poet and civil rights activist Maya
Angelou had some very strong words to share
on the issue. “The quote makes Dr. Martin
Luther King look like an arrogant twit,” Angelou said. “He was anything but that. He was
far too profound a man for that four-letter
word to apply.”
I agree with what Angelou has said. Taking
a quote (which he did not even say), removing
certain words, such as “if,” and completely
changing the meaning is wrong and should have never been
allowed.
King was a powerful speaker, in part by choosing his words
wisely. The opposition of the reverend during his time would
always look for him to slip up and do something wrong, so King

“Taking a quote (which he
did not even say), removing certain words, such
as “if,” and completely
changing the meaning is
wrong and should have
never been allowed.”

had no choice but to choose his words very carefully. And to take
the words out of his mouth and rearrange them in such a way that
poorly represents the inspiring leader is disrespectful and foolish.
The executive architect of the monument, Ed Jackson, Jr., is not
backing down from what is inscribed on the statue. Jackson said
he showed the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts (the company overseeing the monument) the statue and they didn’t have a problem.
I understand that this is a small quote out of many, but it
was chosen to be a quote that many would focus on. Leaving the
inscription, despite the large amount of money it will cost to be
fixed, will give others who do not know much about King, a misleading perspective about who he was.
The inscription misrepresentation on the memorial shouldn’t be
taken lightly by those who had a hand in creating the 15-year-long
project. For some, this monument will be something King will be
remembered by, and an egocentric leader should not come to the
minds of those visiting his memorial.
Whether the inscription was ill-intentioned or resulting from
stupidity, it should have been taken care of earlier. A few months
after the statue has been revealed, all of the controversy takes a
little bit away from the official dedication this weekend. A day that
should have honored King and brought nothing but inspiration
and hope is now a day that will still have those things but will be
blanketed in controversy.
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FOOTBALL LOOKS TO REGROUP DURING HOMECOMING
Former Taylor running back Mike
SPORTS WRITER
Woods has waited
21 years for his induction into the Taylor
University Athletic Hall of Fame.
The current Trojans football team probably feels like the wait between their last
game and their next has been 21 years.
Both can’t wait for this weekend.
Taylor’s football team (3-2, 1-1 MSFA)
hosts the Concordia (Mich.) Cardinals (0-6,
0-2 MSFA) tomorrow as part of Homecoming
weekend, which will also feature the induction of four former Taylor athletes, including
Woods, into the Hall of Fame.
“The focus, this week, [and] for the following weeks . . . is just continual improvement,” Head Coach Ron Korfmacher said.
“You’ve gotta do that regardless of the outcome, regardless of the scoreboard. That’s
where our focus is and has been.”
The Trojans will certainly be looking to
improve on their last outing, a 42-7 loss to
the Marian Knights last Saturday.
Taylor managed just 104 yards of total
offense in that game, turning the ball over
three times.
It comes as no surprise, then, that the
team is itching to get back on the field and
apply the lessons they have learned since
the game, a potential silver lining to the loss.
“It hasn’t been a finger-pointing thing,”
junior linebacker Jake Schick said. “I feel
like it’s drawn us more close together. We
know we all have to go in the same direction
if we’re gonna be successful.”
The Trojans will soon find out exactly
how much they’ve learned, not only through
tomorrow’s game, but also throughout the
rest of the season.
Taylor faces a intense schedule down the
stretch, as they will play No. 1 St. Xavier
and No. 6 St. Francis, as well as two teams
that will be moving to Division II football
soon, Walsh and Malone.
Taylor’s squad also has only one home
game left after tomorrow’s clash.
But despite all the tough games down the
stretch and the Cardinals’ 0-6 record, Coach
Korfmacher says his team isn’t sleeping on
this weekend’s contest.
“We don’t overlook any opponent,” Korfmacher said. “They’re all preparing for us, put
in their complete preparation, and in this
league, you can’t overlook anybody.”
While Korfmacher and his squad are pre-
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JON STROSHINE
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Leadership. A common word with
not-so-common
characteristics, but one that is evident on
Taylor’s men’s soccer team.
This season, the team has four sets of brothers on its roster; Tyler and Ryan Beachler,
Bruce and JT Briggs, Josh and David Groves
and Daniel and Tim Miller.
Playing out their senior seasons, Tyler,
Bruce, Josh and Daniel double as teammates and leaders to their younger brothers.
Representing the next generation of Trojan
soccer, Ryan, JT, David and Tim are happy to
be following in their brother’s footsteps and
carrying out Taylor’s theme of tradition in the
most literal way.
Together, these pairs have teamed up to
give No. 18 Taylor its best start in history
(13-1-1).
“It is common to think that success happens over night,” Head Coach Gary Ross said.
“Truth is we laid the foundation [for this season] starting three years ago.”
For the Briggs brothers, playing on the
same team is something new. Growing up
overseas, the two ended up not playing at the
same high school.
Learning from his older brother, JT men-

WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY

RESULTS
10/07 at Bethel College
Invitational 6th of 12

RESULTS
10/07 at Bethel College
Invitational 2nd of 11

SCHEDULE
10/22 at Great Lakes Invitational 11 a.m.

SCHEDULE
10/22 at Great Lakes Invitational 12 p.m.

REVIEW
Freshman Jared Reed finished in 19th place overall
at the Bethel College Invitational, helping the men’s
cross country team to a
sixth place finish. Reed’s
time of 27:00 is his all-time
personal record. Junior
Corbin Slater finished just
seven seconds later to take
23rd place overall.

REVIEW
The No. 21-ranked women’s
cross country team finished
just nine points out of first
place at the Bethel College
Invitational on Friday. The
second-place finish was
led by freshmen Allison
Steinbeck and Jenna Norris,
who took sixth and seventh
place overall respectively.

MEN’S SOCCER
13-1-1 (5-0-1)

WOMEN’S SOCCER
7-4-2 (2-2-1)

RESULTS
10/08 versus St. Francis
T, 3-3
10/12 at Grace W, 2-0

RESULTS
10/08 at Saint Francis L,
0-1
10/11 at Spring Arbor L, 0-2

SCHEDULE
10/15 versus Huntington
4 p.m.
10/18 at Indiana Wesleyan
7 p.m.
10/22 versus Goshen 4 p.m.

SCHEDULE
10/15 versus Marian 12
p.m.
10/19 versus Indiana Wesleyan 4 p.m.
10/22 versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene 1 p.m.
10/25 at Grace 4 p.m.

REVIEW
The men’s soccer team beat
Grace 2-0 Wednesday afternoon to improve to 5-0-1
in the MCC. The Trojans
recorded 15 shots while
holding the Lancers to just
eight. Senior Tyler Beachler
and freshman Tim Daniels
both scored in the win,
while senior goalkeeper
Josh Giuliano got his fifth
shutout of the season.

Junior quarterback Nick Freeman (16) and the football team will play Concordia for the first time tomorrow at
Jim Wheeler Memorial Staduim at 1 p.m.

paring for Concordia, Taylor’s Hall of Fame
is preparing for a weekend celebrating past
accomplishments.
That includes the accomplishments of
Mike Woods, who still holds Taylor records
for most rushing yards in a single game
(339) and most career rushing yards (3,594).
Since graduating from Taylor, Woods has
gone into business and now works with DWS

Investments as their CEO and U.S. Regional
Head.
Other athletes getting inducted this weekend are Gene Keller (‘67) of the wrestling
team, volleyball’s Anne (Lee) Boyer (‘94) and
Gabriel Rop (2002), who ran cross country
and track.
Woods will be honored with a ceremony at
halftime of Saturday’s game.

BENDING IT LIKE BROTHERS
CONTRIBUTOR

MEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY

help benefits the whole team.”
From Mo., Dan and Tim Miller are another
pair who take their positions as midfielders,
each knowing he can learn a lot from his
brother.
“I think Timmy is really smart at how he
plays the game,” Dan said. “I will come off
[the field] at halftime and ask him what he
sees that I don’t.”
The fourth and final set of brothers are
Tyler and Ryan Beachler. Tyler plays forward
“WHEN WE ARE ON
and doubles as team captain, while Ryan is
a defender. Both have been awarded MCC
THE FIELD, WE DON’T
player of the week, Tyler for his second time
REALLY VIEW EACH
this season on Monday. The Beachler’s say
that the team is just as much brothers to
OTHER AS BROTHERS.
them as they are themselves.
I THINK AS A TEAM, WE
“When we are on the field, we don’t really
view each other as brothers. I think as a team,
ARE ALL BROTHERS.”
we are all brothers,” Tyler. said “I don’t treat
Ryan any differently than I do any of the
other guys on the team.”
All together, these pairs make up almost a
Josh and David come to the team from
Colorado both as midfielders. Josh is another third of the team. But to them, they represent
senior who understands the value of leader- much more than that.
“Since we are believers, our actions reflect
ship.
“Every person in the Christian community our faith,” Tyler said. “So out on the field, the
has a different role and different gifts,” Josh way we conduct ourselves speaks about our
said. “It is important to use your strengths to faith.”
tioned that Bruce had been through a lot
regarding injuries, giving JT the inspiration
to play even harder every day.
As a senior leader and older brother, Bruce
tries to inspire his brother and the rest of
the team to “play in a way that both honors
God and for how he should act in all [aspects]
of life.”

FOOTBALL 3-2 (1-1)
RESULTS
10/08 at Marian L, 7-42
SCHEDULE
10/15 versus Concordia
Marian 1 p.m.
10/22 at St. Francis 2 p.m.
REVIEW
The football team lost their
first conference game Saturday, falling to No. 2 Marian 7-42. Sophomore Nick
Gathrite’s interception return for a touchdown in the
second quarter accounted
for the Trojans’ only score
of the game. Senior Matt
Orvis led Taylor in receiving
with three catches for 39
yards. Sophomores Isaac
McGaughey, sophomore
Caleb Hemmick and freshman Taylor Borst tied for
the team lead with eight
tackles. The Trojans will
look to jump over 0.500 in
conference again tomorrow
when they host Concordia
for a 1 p.m. game at Jim
Wheeler Memorial Stadium
as a part of Homecoming
weekend.

REVIEW
Before falling to No. 10
Spring Arbor on Tuesday,
the women’s soccer team
lost a 0-1 game to St. Francis on Saturday. The loss
was the first in the MCC
for the team. Junior goalkeeper Corri Sehr made
three saves in the game.
See article for Tuesday’s
recap.
VOLLEYBALL 13-0
(18-3)
RESULTS
10/07 versus St. Francis
W, 3-0
10/08 versus Spring Arbor
W, 3-0
10/12 versus Goshen W,
3-0
SCHEDULE
10/14 at Lee 11 a.m
10/14 at Mobile 3 p.m.
10/15 at Embry-Riddle 9
a.m.
10/19 at Bethel 7 p.m.
10/21 at Mount Vernon
Nazarene 7 p.m.
10/22 versus Grace 3 p.m.
10/26 versus Huntington
7 p.m.
REVIEW
After moving up to No.
11 in the NAIA National
Rankings on Tuesday, the
volleyball team swept Goshen 3-0 Wednesday night.
The win was the team’s
49th straight in MCC play.
Senior Kelsey Pritchard led
the Trojans with 10 kills
and also added nine digs.

NO. 10 SPRING ARBOR EDGES WOMEN’S SOCCER

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

The women’s soccer team huddles before a game earlier this
season. The Trojans kept Spring Arbor from scoring more than
two goals for only the fourth time this season on Tuesday.

WOMENʼS SOCCER
Taylor
Trojans

0-2

Spring Arbor

Photo by Tim Reithmiller

Sometimes a
strong perforCONTRIBUTOR
mance does not
guarantee a win. Such was the case
on Tuesday night, when the women’s
soccer team fell in a hard-fought, 2-0
loss to No. 10 Spring Arbor. Taylor held
the Cougars’ high-powered offense to
less than three goals for only the fourth
time this season.
“I thought we played fabulously,”
Head Coach Scott Stan said. “Spring
Arbor is extremely strong this year,
we’re just a little bit behind them
talent-wise.”
Even Spring Arbor’s coach lauded
Taylor’s efforts. “Our players had to
grind it out against a good team who
brought their very best effort to our
field,” said Cougars’ Head Coach Jason
Crist.
The Trojans (7-4-2) found themselves
down early on against Spring Arbor
(12-1-1), who took the lead in the 15th
minute. The Trojans responded well to
this early goal, and the rest of the first
half was a back-and-forth affair, largely
devoid of dangerous chances.
The Cougars increased their pressure after the break and were rewarded
with a goal in the 65th minute as the
Cougars beat the Trojan defense with
some precise passing.
The Trojans registered six shots on
goal, but were shut out due to an excellant performance by Spring Arbor’s
goalkeeper. Freshman goalkeeper Kristiana Griffith played well for Taylor,

NICK VAN HEEST

Cougars

recording three saves while allowing
two goals.
Spring Arbor remains undefeated
in conference play with the win, while
a second consecutive loss drops Taylor
to sixth place.
“This year our conference is very competitive,” Stan said. “Even the ninth
and tenth place teams are really good.”
Stan attributes much of Taylor’s
high level of play to their deep roster.
“Against Spring Arbor we played
every field player, and you couldn’t tell
which players were subs and which
were starters,” Stan said. “Each player
is good enough to play, which really
brings the team together, as everyone
feels like an important part of the
team.”
This inclusiveness is part of Stan’s
philosophy, which challenges every
player to work hard and improve.
“Our players have really bought in to
this philosophy,” Stan said. “Instead of
challenging them to work harder, we
often have to tell them to take it down
a notch during practice.”
The Trojans will continue conference
play tomorrow at 12 p.m. when they
host Marian as a part of Homecoming
weekend.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Betsy Brown
YEAR:

Senior

HOMETOWN:

Adrian, MI

NICKNAME:

Betty

FUNNIEST
TEAMMATES:

Patty

FAVORITE TEAM:

Detroit Tigers

BEST THING ABOUT
VOLLEYBALL

My teammates

FAVORITE SPORT
OTHER THAN
VOLLEYBALL:

Basketball

FAVORITE TAYLOR
TRADITION:

Quad time!!!

